Swap Rush – monthly gathering

Contact

,,TauschRausch" , that is the name of the swap meet’s monthly
gathering. A lot of members use to meet at the “Haus der
Jugend” where they have the possibility to offer items for
exchange. From clothing to homemade jam, PC equipment,
decorative things or toys – there is a full range of offers.The
curreny of payment is “Talente”, of course. Feeding is ensured.
because swap partners prepare treats for brunch and will
receive „Talente“ in return. It may be possible that you will
arrange another swap deal or plan hobby activities, since
socializing is an important element of swap

Postal address
Tausch- und Aktivitätenbörse
c/o Kontakt und Informationsstelle für Selbsthilfegruppen
,,KISS"
Dortmunder Straße 13
58455 Witten
Telefon
02302/15 59
02302/8 13 75
Telefax
Email
info@tauschring -witten.de
Internet
www.tauschring-witten .de
www.tauschen-ohne-geld.de

Meeting point for swap partners
TauschRausch
Every last Sunday of a month at the
Haus der Jugend
Nordstraße 15
58452 Witten
11 am

Information event for new members
Prior to the beginning of the” TauschRausch”
„TauschRausch“
Haus der Jugend
Nordstraße 15
58452 Witten
10.30 am, with the opportunity to join the barter club

Der Tauschring
für Witten und Umgebung

Swap meet Witten and vicinity
The swap meet relies on „Give and Take“, that is the
exchange of knowledge, experiences, skills and services..
Even items can be offered in exchange.

Offers

The Swap Magazine

Swap meet

Inside the monthly issued swap magazine of the swap and
activity meet, the actual services and activities will be classified
and offered, respectively. The magazine will be released during
the swap meet and can be downloaded from the internet.

The choice of items and services are many-sided:
Gardening, cooking, baking, repairs, baby-sitting, cutting hair,
transportation, ironing, sewing PC-aid, car rides.

Classified orders an requests
Payment by „Talente“
We don not trade in Euro, but in our own currency „Talente“.
For your guidance:
1 clockhour = 1 hour of lifetime = 20 Talente.
Your can collect a maximum of 700 Talente, as well as in the
black as in the red.

Membership fees
Each member hast to pay a onetime admission charge of 10
Euros. This will be spent for advertising, printing, cost, postage
etc. In addition to this we charge 5 Talente per participant for
organizing the swap meet. (This is the equivalent of 15 minutes
a month) This budjet will finance organizational efforts, journal.production etc.

Examples:
OFFERS
Motor vehicles:
I do interior cleaning
Garden :
I have fresh vegetables, herbs and plants to offer
Parties and celebrations:
I would like to offer a buffet for parties and celebrations
SEARCH:
Clothing:
I am looking for women’s clothing/size 10
Music:
Who gives lessons in guitar-playing?
Housekeeping
I am looking for somebody to clean my windows.

Activities
Accomodation
Art and culture
Beauty care
Clothing
Communication
Computer and
office
Consulting
Cooking and
baking
Crafting
Creative work
Dance and
theatre
Doing the
shopping

Education
Furniture
Gambling and
sports
Gardening
needlework
Health care
Housekeeping
Items
Languages
Literature
Miscellaneous
Mobility
Motor vehicles
Music
Painting and
drawing

Party/Rooms for
events
Photography and
film
Private coaching
Redecoration
Removals
Sewing an knitting
Support
Swap and collect
To give
To lend
Walking
Writing and
Reading to
people

Activity meet
The activity meet facilitates common activities like going to
movies or theatres, playing music, leisure, activities etc. In this
connection “Talente” will not be declared.

The Swap meet on the web
Within a private section, members of the swap meet and
advertise on the web, receive member contacts, transfer
„Talente“ in connection with swap deals and get in contact with
swap partners. For guests and intererested parties we have an
anonymised magazine.

